Student Name:

Date:

Computer for Notetaking Accommodation Policy and Agreement

I, ____________________________, understand that the accommodation I have been granted must be used in the manner in which it is intended. Computers used for notetaking during class must be used for that purpose or for other classroom activities approved for that class per that class’s individual policies. If this accommodation is used in a way that violates classroom policies (other than “no electronics/computers/etc.” for which this accommodation serves as an exception) then the accommodation will be taken away and be exchanged with a different accommodation. What this means is if a professor, for example, has a policy against using computers to browse the internet instead of doing assigned work during class, then the computer will be lost as an accommodation for an appropriate amount of time. The professor and Director of Student Accessibility Services will discuss if an infraction has occurred and will decide the appropriate ramification.

If the accommodation is removed and exchanged with another, the student may request to be given the former accommodation back via having a meeting with the Director of Student Accessibility Services after the semester is over and discussing the situation moving forward.

Please sign and date here if you understand and agree to the above agreement.

____________________________________________  
Student signature       Date